Cabinet parts diagram

New cabinet terminology can make shopping difficult. Learn basic cabinetry definitions so you
can start creating your dream home, and then request a catalog for inspiration. Box Hwy 77 S.
Ashland, AL Website selection may not be exactly what is available. Wellborn reserves the right
to make revisions without notice to product specifications. Please contact your Wellborn Dealer
for Availability. Back to top. A barrel hinge is a sectional barrel secured by a pivot. A barrel is a
component of a hinge, that has a hollow cylinder-shaped section where the rotational bearing
force is applied to the pivot. Wellborn Estate Inset cabinetry offers the option to switch from a
concealed hinge to a barrel hinge. The six-way adjustability of this hinge allows you to move the
door up and down, left to right or in and out. The hinge is not seen when the door is closed,
This hinge is standard in Select Series cabinetry. Cabinets directed to aid in independent living
for people with special needs. Supplemental parts of the cabinet referred to as bells and
whistles. Any nonessential components such as rollouts, pullouts, tilt-outs, hardware, etc.
Moveable shelves that can be placed in a wide range of layouts using shelf pins inserted into
pre-drilled holes. Lumber stacked and stored so that it is dried naturally by the exposure to air.
Any cabinet type designed to fit on an end of an upper or lower cabinet creating a fixed angle.
Any cabinet type designed to install directly on the floor. Some form of a top will be applied in
the field, such as laminate, wood or granite. Panels with vertical grooves to give a decorative
appearance. Any cabinet type, upper or lower, designed to install into a corner of a room.
Another cabinet will install directly adjacent to it hiding the blind portion. This gives access to
an otherwise dead corner providing more storage. A joinery method for joining two
perpendicular cabinet members where the end of one cabinet member is machined on all edges
to form a projected tongue tenon , and the edge on another cabinet member is slotted mortised.
A round decorative furniture foot. Two cabinet doors covering a single opening, normally too
large for one door. The edges of both doors nearly meet. The opening does not have a center
mullion. A technique where the profile edges have been brushed with a dark glaze to create an
antiqued effect. A curved shape similar to church windows, often used on cabinet doors. A
vertical strip of hardwood that is a component of the face frame. It usually divides a cabinet
opening equally. Also referred to as a mullion. Character Cherry. Emphasized by randomly
occurring various sized knots, pitch pockets and small streaks of gum. Cluster knots and open
knots could also be a feature. The amount of character will vary from each door making each
kitchen unique. Cherry is synonymous with luxury. The rich red highlights give the wood a
distinctive appearance. Cherry is a close-grained wood with fairly uniform texture which will
occasionally have tiny pin knots, pitch pockets and very small, dark streaks of gum. Door
hinges that are attached to the back of the door and to the inside edge of the face frame that is
not visible from the outside of the cabinet. Concealed two-way hinge is not seen when cabinet
door is closed. It provides side adjustment which regulates the gaps between the cabinet door
and cabinet frame perfect parallel alignment. A joinery method commonly used for joining two
perpendicular members of cabinet door frames. Ends on one member rails are machined coped
, to match the profile of the other member inside stile profiles. The rails also receive a projected
tongue tenon that fits into the groove in the stiles. An architectural or decorative element used
as a support mechanism for mantels, bar tops, shelves etc. Decorative molding applied to the
top of the upper wall cabinet to provide a finished or decorative look. A machined groove in a
flat panel surface made to accept another panel. A term used to describe a decorative tooth-like
pattern on any trim moulding. A technique where small dents, nicks, scratches, etc. A joinery
method used for joining two perpendicular parts, commonly used for making very strong joints
in wooden drawer boxes. A technique applying a very dark stain to imitate distressing on the
surface of the wood. The outside vertical cabinet member that supports the horizontal parts.
Often referred to as cabinet side panels, sides or ends. The supporting wood frame attached to
the front of the cabinet box to give it structural rigidity and provide mounting support for doors
and drawers. Fillers are used between kitchen cabinets or near a wall at the end of the cabinets
to cover gaps or as a decorative accents. Wellborn offers plain, fluted, corner, rosette or Full
Overlay fillers in a variety of our lines. Shelves that are constructed into the kitchen cabinet.
They cannot be moved and provide added stability to the cabinet. A concave shallow groove
that is routed into a wood surface. Fluting is usually applied vertically. Common use is to
overlay on a cabinet stile or filler for a decorative effect. Cabinet box that has a face frame. It
resembles a flat, empty picture frame attached to the front. Doors are secured to this frame. The
frame adds additional strength and rigidity to the overall cabinet. A cabinet box without a face
frame. The full overlay doors attach directly to the inside of the cabinet box. Allows for full
access to items and space inside the cabinet. Aspire Frameless provides more room for
accessibility and storage ang gives a contemporary look. Also referred to as drawer slides,
cabinet drawer glides that allow the drawer to be extended to the back of the drawer. Cabinet
drawer glides that allow for the drawer to extend completely outside the cabinet to give access

to the full depth of the drawer box. Full overlay cabinets are the only doors that can be used in
frameless cabinets. An engineered wood board substrate that is manufactured using wood
particles, adhesives and resins under extremely high pressure to bond the material together.
Glaze adds depth and dimension that highlights door detail, wood color and the base finish
color. The appearance, size and direction of the alignment of the fibers of the wood. Dense,
close-grained wood of a tree, such as oak, cherry and maple. The Heirloom Technique consists
of small dents, worm holes and burnishing. A strong, heavy hardwood known for distinctive
graining patterns. Contributing to its dramatic appearance is a wide variation in color and
streaking, ranging from white to almost black. This contrast in color can appear in a single door
panel. Hickory also contains random knots and wormholes that further contribute to the varied
appearance. These exaggerated characteristics are to be expected and are part of the appeal of
hickory cabinetry. A technique which removes some of the dark stain between the grain to
highlight the base color. A jointed device which is used to attach a cabinet door to the cabinet.
It is attached to the face frame of a framed cabinet or the cabinet side of a frameless cabinet.
The hinge allows the door to swing open or closed. The process of removing excess moisture
from wood to minimize the shrinkage and swelling of wood. All solid woods used in Wellborn
cabinets are kilnâ€”dried to remove the moisture to a level appropriate for processing. A
hardware item, typically round, attached to doors and drawers for function and decoration.
Decorative moulding usually applied to the bottom of wall cabinets providing a finished look.
Specifically designed to help mask the installation of under cabinet lighting. A close-grained
hardwood that is predominantly white to creamy white in color, with occasional reddish-brown
tones. These traits are natural and serve to enhance maple's inherent beauty. Maple is a very
popular choice for home cabinetry, office cabinetry and flooring. A composite wood panel made
by reprocessing wood fibers to produce a flat stable panel that can be used in laminating or
finishing. A physical technique of randomly striking the wood surface with a tool to create
indentations that mimic the look of aged wood. Medium Dents are larger than Worm Holes and
will collect a glaze in varying amounts when applied. A slick plastic-like material used to cover a
substrate of particleboard or MDF. This material is popular because it is durable and easy to
clean. A discoloration in any species of wood caused by mineral deposits the tree extracts from
the soil. Commonly seen as a blackish-blue streak within the grain. A joint made by fitting
together two angled pieces to form a right angle. A strip of material with a profile cut on the
facing edges, used for trimming. A cavity or hole cut to allow a Tenon to pass through to make a
joint. A specific joining technique. The mortise groove or slot is cut into a piece of wood. The
joint is made when an opposing piece cut with a tenon a collared protrusion is slipped into the
mortise. The vertical strip that divides frames, such as with cabinets with more than one door.
Also referred to as a divided light door. The solid center panel is omitted and replaced with
horizontal and vertical mullions dividing the open panel into smaller panels. This type of door
creates a more stylish appearance and the feeling of increased space. Clear, smoked, bronzed,
opaque or leaded glass inserts provided by the consumer can fill these panels for the desired
effect. It features selected subtle uniform grains with straighter grain patterns and limited very
narrow cathedrals. Prestige Oak is both durable and lasting. An S shape that is made by making
one cut to produce two identical pieces. A decoratively carved wood ornament applied to
cabinet surfaces. Used to embellish the design. Doors and drawer fronts that overlap the face
frame when closed -- either partially or fully. These are the most common style in the U. Similar
in design to an island except open on only three sides. A construction material made of thin
layers of wood glued and pressed together. The term used to describe the distance a blind wall
or blind base cabinet can be moved or pulled from the adjacent wall. Pieces of hardware
attached to a kitchen cabinet door or drawer front, used to open the cabinet and enhance the
appearance. The horizontal pieces of frames, such as face frames and door frames. Stiles the
vertical pieces and rails form the frame and hold the frame and panel together. Raised Panel. A
physical technique using a metal rasp to run over the edges and raised details to mimic severe
wear. Recessed Panel. The amount of face frame you see around the door and drawer front
when the cabinet door and drawer are closed. A piece of moulding milled to appear twisted like
rope. To drill or gouge out an area of wood for decorative or joining purposes. A sanding
technique used to randomly expose an undercoat or natural wood tone of corners and edges. A
finish applied to natural wood cabinets to enhance color and add protection. The vertical pieces
of frames, such as face frames and door frames. Stiles and rails the horizontal pieces form the
frame and hold the frame and panel together. A tough, scratch resistant rigid vinyl that is
thermally formed and sealed to MDF to provide a strong, durable surface, resistant to most
household wear. A term used to describe the recessed cut out area at the bottom of base, tall
and vanity cabinets. It is also referred to as a toe space. Traditional Overlay. A decorative
hardwood panel installed across an open area, generally used above desks or sinks. Thin

sheets of wood which are bonded to a reconstructed wood product. The six-way adjustability
allows you to move the door up and down, left to right or in and out. This hinge also
incorporates a mechanism that activates when the door is within a few inches of the shut
position. It gently closes without a sound. This hinge is standard in Aspire , Estate and the
Premier Series. Different types of hardwoods or softwoods. Examples are maple, oak, cherry
and hickory. A physical technique of randomly placing small round holes that mimics the look
of insect penetration that occurs naturally in trees and harvested wood. Worm Holes are smaller
than Small Dents and will collect a glaze in varying amounts when applied. Need more shelf
space? Looking to make your cabinet mobile? For solutions to these inquiries and many more
customized safety solutions, browse the selection below. Retrofit one of your Eagle safety
cabinets, or replace a current handle, with this lockable, steel button latch for added
accountability, protection, and security. A lock is only as good as its keys, and without yours,
accessing work materials will be impossible. This set of two will provide accountability by
giving access to authorized personnel and protecting valuable inventory from theft. Keep the
contents of your cabinets secure this this paddle latch lock and key set. Specifically designed
to work with Eagle safety cabinets, the galvanized steel construction resists rust and corrosive
to ensure many years of use. Outfit your safety storage cabinets with this durable steel shelf for
added convenience and optimal storage. Use one shelf for 15, 30, and 45 gallon models use two
shelves for 90 gallon models. This replacement bracket and wheel assembly is compatible with
Eagle safety cabinets that are equipped with sliding doors. The bracket is made from galvanized
steel to resist rust and corrosion, while the wheel is made from nylon to resist abrasion and
Whether you are looking to meet regulations or just secure your peace of mind, the Eagle
self-closing adapter kit can be used with gallon Eagle safety cabinets to convert two manually
closing door into a self-closing door. The kit's components are Prevent corrosion and prolong
cabinet life with this plastic tray that fits on the shelves of a variety of Eagle models. Made of
highly chemically resistant polyethylene, this tray can withstand exposure to many acids,
chemicals, and corrosive liquids This replacement door handle is complete with an integral lock
and is compatible with all Eagle Safety Cabinets. Keys are included. This all-inclusive
self-closing adapter kit for 15, 30, and 45 gallon Eagle storage cabinets have everything you
need to retrofit your flammable storage unit. Self-closing hydraulic pistons prevent the liability
associated with accidentally leaving Take safety to the next level with this fusible link for Eagle
Safety Cabinets with sliding doors. The link melts at degrees F to prevent ignition of chemicals
within a cabinet from an outside ignition source, or to seal and extinguish a fire within Keep
your workspace and storage well organized with this metal shelf compatible with many Eagle
stroage cabinets. The epoxy coating is chemically resistant for increased shelf life and boasts a
pound load capacity for improved performance. Keep your workspace and storage well
organized with this metal shelf compatible with Eagle 4 gallon cabinets. Keep your workspace
and storage well organized with this metal shelf compatible with many Eagle storage cabinets.
Boasting a pound load capacity for improved performance, this galvanized steel shelf will resist
rust, dents, and even certain chemicals Prevent corrosion and prolong cabinet life with this
plastic tray that fits in the bottom of a variety of Eagle models. Made of highly chemically
resistant polyethylene, this tray can withstand exposure to many acids, chemicals, and
corrosive This replacement, piano style door hinge is for use with Eagle 45 and 60 gallon safety
cabinets. It has a continuous spine design to distribute the weight of the door easily, and
features galvanized steel construction. This unit can be screwed or riveted This replacement
door track is compatible with Eagle safety cabinets that feature sliding doors. It is fire resistant
to match the specifications of the cabinet and will keep it working like new! Created with Sketch.
Toggle menu Shop Categories Shop. Shop by Category Absorbents Absorbents. Facility
Protection. Flammable Storage Buildings. Material Handling. Plastic Drums. Safety Cans. Safety
Storage Cabinets. Spill Containment Berms. Spill Containment. Spill Kits. StormWater
Management. Forgot your password? EAGLE sku: EAGLE Button Latch Handle Retrofit one of
your Eagle safety cabinets, or replace a current handle, with this lockable, steel button latch for
added accountability, protection, and security. Double Drum Cabinets Whether you are looking
to meet regulations or just secure your peace of mind, the Eagle self-closing adapter kit can be
used with gallon Eagle safety cabinets to convert two manually closing door into a self-closing
door. Cabinets Prevent corrosion and prolong cabinet life with this plastic tray that fits on the
shelves of a variety of Eagle models. Cabinet Models This all-inclusive self-closing adapter kit
for 15, 30, and 45 gallon Eagle storage cabinets have everything you need to retrofit your
flammable storage unit. Cabinets Keep your workspace and storage well organized with this
metal shelf compatible with Eagle 4 gallon cabinets. Cabinets Keep your workspace and storage
well organized with this metal shelf compatible with many Eagle storage cabinets. Fits 30 gal.
Cabinets Prevent corrosion and prolong cabinet life with this plastic tray that fits in the bottom

of a variety of Eagle models. Models This replacement, piano style door hinge is for use with
Eagle 45 and 60 gallon safety cabinets. I started working at The Cabinetry as an Office Manager
in June and I had exactly zero experience in the kitchen and bath remodel industry. The
designers started throwing around these different industry terms which baffled me. Inset,
frameless, overlay, stiles, railsâ€¦ they made it seem easy. I just stared at them. What does it all
mean? I did a little research. Rail: the horizontal piece of the cabinet door frame at the top and
bottom of the door. The panel can be either flat or raised. If the panel is raised it looks much like
the door pictures above. The frame and the panel meet, and the panel is elevated above the
frame. The actual cabinet box can be either framed or frameless. The cabinet is constructed
without a face frame and instead relies on a thicker box construction for more s
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tability. It is also important to know the difference between full and partial overlay cabinets, and
inset cabinets. A full overlay cabinet is one where the doors and drawer fronts completely cover
the face frame. And if you go into the process informed it can really help your designer make
your space phenomenal. I certainly did. Skip to content I started working at The Cabinetry as an
Office Manager in June and I had exactly zero experience in the kitchen and bath remodel
industry. I found this drawing of the cabinet door very helpful. Framing Edge: the cut of the
outside of the cabinet door frame. Framing Bead: the decorative inside edge of the door frame.
A flat panel is exactly as it sounds. The panel will just be flat, straight across. A partial overlay
cabinet still shows a portion of the face frame. Inset cabinetry features doors and drawers
which fit inside of the cabinet face frame opening. Subway Tile: Creating Your World. Send to
Email Address. Your Name. Your Email Address.

